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Matthew 13:44-58 

 

1. Familiarity that breeds contempt 

 

Many, many years ago in a place far, far away…. 

 

Well actually, the time was 1990, and the place was Taronga Zoo. 

Having grown up in Mosman, one of the first jobs I got, after delivering junk mail, 

 Was working at the Zoo – and no, I was not on display, I was working ‘at’ not ‘in’ the Zoo, 

  Well, I was working for Spotless Catering, as customer service representative… 

  Actually, I got the job of selling ice creams at the Seal exhibition. 

That is, after everyone had seen the seal show, all hot and bothered from the summer sun. 

They’d then come visit me, and pay extortionate prices for paddle pops, callipo’s and magnums. 

 

So everyday, during the summer holidays, I’d push the full ice cream cart up the hill. 

Everyday, I’d have the crazy rush at the end of each seal show. 

Everyday, I’d push the cart back down the hill, empty of ice creams, but with lots of cash. 

Everyday, I’d then have to record the takings and square everything off with the manager. 

And everyday,  

the only thing that kept me going was the knowledge that I was getting paid for my labour. 

 

Now, because I did this so often, I could almost repeat word for word the seal presentation. 

Moreover, because I did this so often,  

I took for granted one of the most beautiful panoramic views that there is in the world. <<Ppt>> 

Because as you look out from the seal show,  

you look at across Sydney Harbour to the skyline of Sydney 

you look at across the best harbour in the world,  

you look out to see the Opera house and Harbour Bridge 

you look out, and it is breath-taking. 

 

For me, familiarity bred contempt. 

 I was so familiar with the place, that I took the view for granted. 

 I was so familiar with the Zoo, that I didn’t really consider how amazing the location is! 

 I was so familiar that all that drove me was the knowledge I was getting paid for the job. 

 

And as we turn to Matthew’s gospel today, 

 There is a similar familiarity, a familiarity that bred contempt. 

 However, it is a familiarity not with a place, but with a person. 

It is a relational familiarity that leads not to contempt of a location but contempt of an identity. 
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2. Jesus telling stories (vv. 44-48) 

 

But before we get to the familiarity that breeds contempt,  

Jesus is up to his old tricks – telling stories.  

This time three very short parables – all illuminating aspects of the kingdom of God << vv. 44-48>> 

 

All seemingly straight forward – but all have a twist, an unexpected turn. 

 

a. The hidden treasure (v. 44) 

 

The parable of the hidden treasure – the person stumbles across the treasure in the field. 

 They weren’t specifically searching for it. 

 

b. One pearl of great value (v. 45) 

 

Whereas in the parable of the pearl of great price – the merchant has been hunting for pearls. 

It is his career, it is his livelihood, it is completely intentional – to find pearls. 

 

So in the first two parables  

– the treasure finder is unintentional, but the pearl hunter is totally intentional. 

And yet, the connection is that they both find something of great value. 

 

And so it is with the kingdom of God. 

There are those people who stumble over it. << Illus’n – a friend who wanted to play the organ>> 

And there are those who searching for it. << Illus’n – the Persian Iranians searching for truth >> 

 

But when they find it – the comprehension of the treasure – they sacrifice everything for it. 

 

c. A net that was thrown (v. 46) 

 

The third short story, however has a slightly different focus, and a slightly different twist. 

The twist with the parable of the dragnet is the phrase – “fish of every kind” 

 For the word for “kind” normally has the connotation of “race” or “group of descendants” 

 But we normally don’t refer to fish as having “race” or “group of descendants” 

 However, normally “race” or “group of descendants” refers to people. 

 So the Israelites stand as a “race” or “group of descendants”. 

 

So here, Jesus is identifying the universality of judgment in the parable of the dragnet. 

 That is, all nations, all races, all peoples will come before the judgment of God, 

 Just as all fish, irrespective of kind, will be sorted once they’re caught in the dragnet. 
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3. Jesus explaining stories (vv. 49-52) 

 

Next, Jesus explains the parables.  

But again, there are twists and turns in his explanation. <<vv. 49-52>> 

 

a. The end of the age (vv. 49-50) 

 

First, Jesus continues the theme from the parable of the wheat and the weeds. 

There will be an end of time harvest, an end of time judgment. 

And here, Jesus makes quite explicit the nature of the end time judgment. 

For us, Jesus words here are both a tremendously comforting and tremendously sobering. 

 

Tremendously comforting because the perpetrators of MH17 tragedy will face justice. 

Tremendously comforting because  

Kim Jong-un of North Korea will answer for his crimes against his people 

Tremendously comforting because 

 The Islamic extremists committing the exact same crimes against Christians in Mosul 

 That were committed against Jews by Nazi Germany will be called to account. 

 

And yet, tremendously sobering because that judgment includes our country, our city, our suburb. 

Tremendously sobering because that judgment includes you and me. 

 

b. The scribe, the new & the old (v. 52) 

 

And then, Jesus takes the conversation in a completely different direction. 

Jesus draws upon ideas and concepts that were common to the time, and transforms them. 

The person of the scribe would be familiar to his audience. 

At the start of Matthew’s gospel (2:4) –  

The chief priests and the ‘scribes’ were gathered to determine where the messiah was to be born. 

So here, Jesus puts forward a scribe of a different magnitude and order  

– a scribe trained for the kingdom of heaven. 

 A scribe that draw out the meaning from the “Old” – the Hebrew scriptures 

 A scribe that can then show how they are fulfilled in the new age of the kingdom. 

 

<< Illus’n – studying the book of Hebrews – here is such a scribe!! >> 

 

<< Appl’n – by the grace of God – we can understand, we can know we see the brilliance 

- And so, in the face of the judgment of God we can take refuge in the cross >> 
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4. Jesus’ rejection by his own town (vv. 53-58) 

 

So, Jesus’ story telling comes to an end. 

Jesus moves on, back to his old stomping ground, Nazareth. << vv. 53-58 >> 

 

Rather than having the home ground advantage, rather than receiving a homecoming party, 

Jesus receives rejection. Jesus receives contempt. Jesus receives prejudice. 

 

And worst of all – his hometown take “offense” at him. 

Now, the “offense” that is taken is not  

the kind of school kids not standing up on the bus kind of offense. 

No. This kind of “offense” literally is the “scandal” caused by the presence of someone. 

This kind of “offense” is the reception Vladimir Putin would receive if he came to our shores. 

This kind of “offense” is exactly what Jesus says in the sermon on the mount (5:29), 

 When your eyes causes you to sin, or literally, when your eye “scandalizes” you. 

 

That is, Jesus’ home town turns God’s own messiah, into an object of scandal. 

Jesus’ own family and friends turn the messiah who brings salvation  

into an offensive object that cause them to sin! 

 

 

 

So not only does familiarity breed contempt, 

 More familiarity causes the inversion of the truth. 

  The truth-speaker becomes the lie-propagator. 

 

The prophet is indeed not welcome in his home town!  
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5. The Kingdom of God & Us – invaluable or contemptuous? 

 

So to finish. 

The parables of the kingdom stand in sharp contrast to the home town reception of Jesus. 

In fact, the extended kingdom parables and Jesus’ home town rejection are specifically put together 

 They are there for a reason, 

And that reason is to challenge the reader of Matthew’s gospel. 

That reason is to challenge us as we read Jesus interactions. 

 

You see, do we identify with the treasure-finders – the merchant and the field buyer? 

 Do we identify that the kingdom of God is worth more than anything in the world? 

 Are we willing to sacrifice everything for the sake of the kingdom? 

 

Because if we are willing, if we do put Jesus first, if we do entrust our lives to him, 

 Then we look forward to that time of harvest with joy. 

 Then we look forward to the day of judgment with that certain hope in our hearts. 

 

Alternatively, are we in danger of the contempt that comes with familiarity? 

 Are we in danger that sure, we know Jesus, sure we can tick that box, 

 But we’ve got more important things to do, we’ve got more urgent business to attend, 

 

The danger of contempt is that we will reject the one who came to save us, 

The danger of contempt is that we will refuse the offer of salvation that Jesus gives,  

cause we don’t need it. 

The danger of contempt is sitting in judgment upon Jesus,  

When, in actual fact, we need to lift our hand out for him to save us. 

 

 

So, let’s pray now, thanking God for the invaluable treasure of the kingdom of heaven. 


